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Abstract
We investigate theoretically the thermoelectric and thermal transport properties of graphene under strong magnetic field in the presence of short-range scatterers. The numerical results are in good agreement with available experimental data for all thermoelectric quantities except for the Seebeck coefficient near zero chemical potential. This anomaly is attributed to the overestimation of the longitudinal resistivity. Furthermore, we find an anomalous oscillation in the transverse thermal conductivity at the lowest Landau level and double peaks in the longitudinal thermal conductivity at higher Landau levels, which are expected to be observed in future experiments on high mobility graphene samples. An important finding of our work is that the thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ can be as high as 2.4 for a magnetic field under which the chemical potential is pinned to the [n=1] Landau level. This finding can greatly advance the thermoelectric application of graphene.
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Abstract

We investigate theoretically the thermoelectric and thermal transport properties of graphene under strong magnetic field in the presence of short-range scatterers. The numerical results are in good agreement with available experimental data for all thermoelectric quantities except for the Seebeck coefficient near zero chemical potential. This anomaly is attributed to the overestimation of the longitudinal resistivity. Furthermore, we find an anomalous oscillation in the transverse thermal conductivity at the lowest Landau level and double peaks in the longitudinal thermal conductivity at higher Landau levels, which are expected to be observed in future experiments on high mobility graphene samples. An important finding of our work is that the thermoelectric figure of merit \(ZT\) can be as high as 2.4 for a magnetic field under which the chemical potential is pinned to the \(|n| = 1\) Landau level. This finding can greatly advance the thermoelectric application of graphene.
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1. Introduction

Since the experimental discovery of graphene in 2004 \cite{1}, researching its novel properties has revealed many potential applications in electronics and photonics, but in a less extent in its thermoelectric properties. The electrical and thermal transport properties of graphene can be influenced strongly by the external conditions, such as the bias, sample geometry, and the impurity scatterings\cite{2–5}. Especially, the electrical transport under magnetic field shows a large amount of novel features, such as the half integer quantum Hall effect\cite{2, 6}, metal to insulator transition on the zeroth Landau level (LL) \cite{7} correlated with additional quantum Hall states due to the split of valley and spin degeneracies above 10\(T\) magnetic field\cite{8–14}.

Thermoelectric transport properties have been revealed to be powerful tools in the study of intrinsic transport mechanisms in metals and semiconductors, providing complement to the inadequacy of conductivity measurements. Recently, a number of experiments have been carried out to investigate the thermoelectric properties of graphene. The expected change of sign of the thermopower is confirmed experimentally when the majority carriers change from electrons to holes in the absence of magnetic field\cite{15–21}. When the magnetic field is lower than 10\(T\) and still strong enough to quantize the system, the Seebeck coefficient is found to have a sign anomaly in the lowest LL\cite{15, 17–19}. Several theories have been put forward to explain these thermoelectric transport properties of graphene\cite{22–28}. However, many observed thermoelectric properties remained to be explained. Recent experimental and theoretical work have shown several different strategies to improve the figure of merit \(ZT\) \cite{29–44}. For graphene under a perpendicular magnetic field, the confinement of electron motion in cyclotron orbital effectively reduce the dimensionality of the electronic states and an enhanced figure of merit is expected.

In this Letter, we present a numerical study of the thermoelectric and thermal transport properties of graphene with short-range scattering impurities under strong magnetic field. Our result of the chemical potential dependence of many thermoelectric properties is in very good agreement with experimental observations. The single adjust parameter is the product of impurity potential strength and concentration. The only remaining anomaly is the Seebeck coefficient near zero chemical potential. Moreover, our study of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities which are not measured in previous experiments may motivate further experimental investigations on the physical origin of the anomaly at the lowest LL. The large values of the thermoelectric figure of merit \(ZT\) at \(|n| = 1\) LL suggest the potential application of graphene in thermoelectric devices.

2. Formalism

Based on the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model with the \(k \cdot p\) method or with the effective-mass approximation\cite{45–47}, a graphene system with short-range impurity are described by

\[
H = v_F (\tau_0 \otimes \sigma_x \pi_x + \tau_2 \otimes \sigma_y \pi_y) + U(\mathbf{r}),
\]

on the basis \(\Psi = (\psi_{AK}, \psi_{BK}, \psi_{AK}', -\psi_{BK}')^T\), where \(T\) stands for transpose, \(\pi = p + e\mathbf{A}\) is the mechanical momentum (we use the SI units and electron charge is \(-e (e > 0)\)),
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\( \nu_F \) is the Fermi velocity, and \( \mathbf{A} = (0, Bx, 0) \) in the Laudau gauge, \( U(x) = \sum_n U_n(x) \) with \( U_n(x) = (1/2) [r_0 \pm (\mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{e}_\mathbf{f})/2] \otimes (1 \pm \sigma_\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{u}_0 (\mathbf{r} - r^F) \) for a short-scatterer presented at site \( r^F \) of sublattice \( \zeta = A \) corresponding \( + \) and \( B \) corresponding \( - \) and \( \mathbf{e}_\mathbf{f} = (\mathbf{K}' - \mathbf{K}) \cdot \mathbf{r}^F \) and \( u_0 \) is the strength of the impurity, \( \tau_i \) and \( \sigma_0 \) is the identity matrix, \( \tau_i \) and \( \sigma_\mathbf{a} (a = x, y, z) \) are the Pauli matrices for valley degree \( (\mathbf{K} \text{ and } \mathbf{K}') \) and sublattice degree \( (A \text{ and } B) \).

We obtain the Landau level basis by solving the Dirac equations analytically. The eigenstates of the Dirac equation are found as

\[
\Psi_{n,k_\parallel}(x,y) = C_nL^{1/2}\phi_{n,k_\parallel}^\mathbf{f}(x),
\]

with \( C_n \) for \( n = 0 \) and \( 1/\sqrt{2} \) for \( n \neq 0 \), specified in a set of quantum numbers \( \gamma = (\xi, n, k_\parallel) \) with the eigenvalues \( \epsilon_n = sgn(n) \hbar \omega \sqrt{|n|} \),

\[
\Phi_{n,k_\parallel}^\mathbf{f}(x) = (-\text{sgn}(n)\phi_{n,-1,k_\parallel}(x), \phi_{n,k_\parallel}(x), 0, 0)^T, \quad \Phi_{n,k_\parallel}^\mathbf{f}(x) = (0, 0, \phi_{n,k_\parallel}(x), -\text{sgn}(n)\phi_{n,-1,k_\parallel}(x))^T, \quad \text{sgn}(x) \text{ is the sign function, and } \phi_{n,k_\parallel}(x) = \exp[-(x/l_B)^2/2]H_n(x/l_B + k_\parallel l_B), \quad \text{where } l_B = \sqrt{\hbar/eB}, \quad \hbar = \sqrt{2}\hbar v_F/l_B, \quad \text{and } \xi = \pm 1 \text{ for the } \mathbf{K} (+) \text{ and } \mathbf{K}' (--) \text{ valleys, respectively.} \quad n \text{ is an integer number and } H_n(x) \text{ is the Hermite polynomial, } k_\parallel \text{ is the wave vector along } y \text{ direction.}
\]

We assume that the average over random impurity configurations \( \langle \mu_\mathbf{f} \rangle = u^2 + n_n^2 = n_n/2 \) and \( n_n^2 \) being numbers of scatterers per unit area at site A and site B respectively. Considering the fact \( |\mathbf{K}' - \mathbf{K}| \gg k_\parallel \), and after a straightforward calculations, in the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) the Green function \( G(e) \) and self-energy \( \Sigma(e) \) are proved to be diagonal with respect to the quantum numbers. Therefore, we have \( G_{\mathbf{f}}(e) = [\epsilon - \epsilon_r - \Sigma(e)]^{-1} \) and \( \Sigma(e) = \hbar \omega_R^2 \sum_i \mathbf{G}_i(e)/2 \), where \( \hbar \omega = \alpha/4\pi v_F^2 \) is the dimensionless parameter characterizing the scattering strength and concentration of impurities.

The system under consideration is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The charge current \( \mathbf{j}_c \) and heat current \( \mathbf{j}_q \) induced by gradient of the electrochemical potential \( \mathbf{E}' = -\nabla (\phi + \mu/e) \) and temperature gradient are given as,

\[
\mathbf{j}_c = \sigma \cdot \mathbf{E}' - \alpha \cdot \nabla T,
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{j}_q = \alpha' \cdot \mathbf{E}' - \lambda \cdot \nabla T,
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the electrical conductivity tensor and \( \alpha \) is the thermoelectric conductivity tensor and \( \alpha' = TA \). The thermal properties are reflected by the following physical measurements: thermopower tensor \( \mathbf{S} = \sigma^{-1}, \alpha \), thermal conductivity tensor \( \kappa = \lambda - \alpha' \sigma^{-1} \alpha \), and the thermoelectric figure of merit \( ZT = \sigma_{xx} S_{xx}^2 T / \kappa_{xx} \).

We calculate the transport coefficients by zero temperature conductivity \( \sigma_{ab}(0, e) \) using the relation [48–50]

\[
L_{ab}^{(0)}(T, \mu) = -\frac{1}{T^2} \int d\epsilon f'_{\mathbf{f}}(\epsilon) \frac{\epsilon}{(\epsilon - \mu)^2} \sigma_{ab}(0, \epsilon),
\]

where \( \sigma_{ab} = \sigma_{ab}^{(0)} \), \( \sigma_{ab} = \sigma_{ab}^{(1)} \), \( \lambda_{ab} = \lambda_{ab}^{(2)} \), and \( f_{\mathbf{f}}(\epsilon) = [1 + \exp(\epsilon - \mu)/(k_B T)]^{-1} \) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The electrical conductivity \( \sigma_{ab}(0, \epsilon) = \sigma_{ab}^{(0)}(0, \epsilon) + \sigma_{ab}^{(1)}(0, \epsilon) \), with \( \sigma_{ab}^{(0)}(0, \epsilon) = g_e e^2 h/(4\pi l_B^2) T F' G' - G' \) and \( \sigma_{ab}^{(1)}(0, \epsilon) = g_e e^2 h/(4\pi l_B^2) T F' G' - G' \), where \( G' = G(e \pm i0), g_e \) is the degeneracy of spin, \( l_B^2 \) is the area of the system, \( \mathbf{r} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) are the position and velocity operators, respectively.

3. Numerical results and discussion

![Figure 2](image-url)

(a) The thermoelectric response function \( \alpha_{xx} \), (c) \( \alpha_{yy} \) as a function of \( \mu \) with \( V = 0.02 \) at different temperatures. (b) \( \alpha_{xx} \), (d) \( \alpha_{yy} \) as a function of \( \mu \) with different \( V \) at fixed temperature \( T = 10K \).

The results for electrical and thermal transport coefficients with different impurity parameter as functions of the chemical potential at different temperatures are obtained numerically. We focus on the transport properties in the vicinity of the Dirac point in quantum limit, where the distance between LLs is greater than temperature and impurity broadening. These results are compared with experimental data and previous theoretical results. With only one adjustable parameter representing the impurity concentration and strength, our results are in good agreement with experimental results obtained previously. One exception is the Seebeck coefficients at zero chemical potential. This anomaly remains unresolved. Up to now, there is limited experimental result for the thermal conductivity under strong
magnetic field. Our results may give a guide for further experiments on the thermoelectrics and thermal conductivities of graphene.

The thermoelectric conductivities $\alpha_{xx}$ and $\alpha_{xy}$ are shown in Fig. 2. $\alpha_{xx}$ is symmetric with respect to $\mu = 0$ while $\alpha_{xy}$ is antisymmetric. Both $\alpha_{xx}$ and $\alpha_{xy}$ vanish when the chemical potential is located between the neighboring LLs. $\alpha_{xy}$ exhibits a single peak at the center of LLs. $\alpha_{xx}$ exhibits a drastic oscillation and alternates signs at the center of LLs. The behavior basically reproduces the features observed in experiments [18]. With increasing temperature $T$ or impurity parameter $V$, both the oscillation width in $\alpha_{xx}$ and the peak width in $\alpha_{xy}$ around each LL increase, which is consistent with the LL broadening.
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Figure 3: (a) The Seebeck coefficient $S_{xx}$, (c) Nernst coefficient $S_{xy}$ as a function of $\mu$ with $V = 0.02$ at different temperatures. (b) $S_{xx}$, (d) $S_{xy}$ as a function of $\mu$ with different $V$ at fixed temperature $T = 10K$.

The Seebeck coefficient $S_{xx}$ and Nernst coefficient $S_{xy}$ are shown in Fig. 3. $S_{xx}$ is symmetric with respect to $\mu = 0$ while $S_{xy}$ is antisymmetric. When $\mu$ is located between the neighboring LLs, both $S_{xx}$ and $S_{xy}$ vanish. When $\mu$ crosses each non-zero LL, $S_{xx}$ shows peaks when $\mu < 0$ and dips when $\mu > 0$, while $S_{xy}$ oscillates. At the $n = 0$ LL, $S_{xy}$ shows a peak while $S_{xx}$ shows an oscillation. In this oscillation, $S_{xx}$ shows a dip for $\mu > 0$, but a peak for $\mu < 0$. But the experimental results show that around the $n = 0$ LL $S_{xx}$ has a dip for $\mu < 0$ and a peak for $\mu > 0$[15, 17, 18]. This discrepancy is related to the overestimation of longitudinal resistivity at the $n = 0$ LL, which also exists in other theoretical results obtained by different methods[24, 25]. $S_{xy}$ obtained with our model reproduces qualitatively the experimental results for the entire chemical potential range[15, 17, 18].

We proceed to analyze thermal conductivities as shown in Fig. 4. As a function of $\mu$, the thermal conductivity $\kappa_{xx}$ is symmetric with respect to $\mu = 0$ while $\kappa_{xy}$ is antisymmetric. When $\mu$ crosses LLs, $\kappa_{xx}$ shows a double-peak structure at higher LLs ($|\mu| > 0$) at low temperature in near clear system as shown in Fig. 4(b). This phenomena was also predicted in other theoretical results[23, 27] where it was shown that the split $\kappa_{xx}$ produces antiphase oscillations with respect to the electric conductivities and leads to the violation of the Wiedemann-Franz law $L_0 = \kappa_{xx}/\sigma_{xx}T$ where $L_0 = \pi^2k_B^2/(3e^4)$ as the comparison between the results from our numerical results and from the Wiedemann-Franz law in Fig. 4(b). With increasing temperature, the double peak of $\kappa_{xx}$ smear to a single peak. However, we find that at low temperature with high impurity, the Wiedemann-Franz law is preserved as shown in Fig. 4(a) at $T = 5K$. When the Fermi energy is between two neighboring LLs, $\kappa_{xy}$ shows quantum plateaus. Besides, Fig. 4(d) shows that the quantized plateaus of $\kappa_{xy}$ is robust against impurities. It seems that the well known Wiedemann-Franz law is satisfied at the plateau regions of $\kappa_{xy}$. As shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) at high temperature, $\kappa_{xy}$ changes sign as a function of $\mu$ at the lowest LL which is not shown in the case of zero magnetic field[51, 52] and similar phenomena are reported in bilayer graphene[53]. Though the thermal conductivity has been investigated experimentally in the absence of magnetic field [51, 52], there still lack experimental results of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivity under magnetic fields. Our results of the longitudinal resistivity and the chemical potential dependence of the Seebeck coefficients at the lowest LL are in good qualitative agreement with experimental results of high mobility graphene samples [16]. The anomalous oscillation behavior at the lowest LL and the quantum plateaus of the transverse thermal conductivity and double peaks of longitudinal thermal conductivity at the higher LL are predicted to be observed in experimental measurements in clean samples with high mobility.

Finally, we discuss the thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$. Even though the Landau quantization are not readily emergent at temperatures in which the domestic thermoelectric refrigeration is used, the properties we obtained can be useful in cooling and power generation application at low temperatures. We show the thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ in Fig. 5. The thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ is symmetric with respect to $\mu = 0$, show peaks at high LLs and double peak at the lowest LL. Because of the double-peak structure in the longitudinal thermal conductivity and the violation of the Wiedemann-Franz law, the thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ show an obvious strong peak at the first LL with the order $ZT \sim 1$ which
4. Conclusion

In summary, we numerically studied the thermal and thermoelectric properties of graphene under a quantising magnetic field and in the presence of short range scatterers. The thermoelectric conductivity tensor, Seebeck and Nernst coefficients, thermal conductivities, and the thermoelectric figure of merit are obtained. Our results agree well with the experimental data, except for the Seebeck coefficient on the zeroth LL. The anomaly in Seebeck coefficient has been also reported in previous theoretical results by different methods and may be related to the overestimation of the longitudinal resistivity. It implies that the short-range impurity scattering cannot account for the anomalous Seebeck coefficient at the zeroth LL. Our numerical results of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivity, especially the double peak structure of $\kappa_{xx}$ at high LLs and the anomalous oscillation at the lowest LL and quantum plateaus of $\kappa_{xy}$ should stimulate further experimental study on the thermal and thermoelectric properties of high mobility graphene samples. This study is useful to further investigations in the physical origin of the anomalous transport properties of graphene at the lowest LL as our results clearly indicate that the anomaly is not accounted for by the short-range scattering. The large values of the thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ at $|n| = 1$ Landau level suggest that the potential application of graphene in thermoelectric devices is huge.
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